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Abstract

Recent advances in the understanding of biological flight have inspired roboticists to create flapping-wing vehicles on the scale of insects and small birds. While our understanding of the wing kinematics, flight musculature and neuromotor control systems of insects has expanded, in practice it has proven quite difficult to construct an at-scale mechanical device capable of similar flight performance. One of the key challenges is the development of an effective and efficient transmission mechanism to control wing motions. Here we present multiple insect-scale robotic thorax designs capable of producing asymmetric wing kinematics similar to those observed in nature and utilized by dipteran insects to maneuver. Inspired by the thoracic mechanics of dipteran insects, which entail a morphological separation of power and control muscles, these designs show that such distributed actuation can also modulate wing motion in a robotic design.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Extremely agile natural flyers such as insect orders Diptera and Hymenoptera have inspired engineers to create insect-sized, flapping-wing micro air vehicles (MAVs). Mechanical reproduction of this agile flight has proven challenging since technologies developed for flight at larger scales (e.g. airplanes and helicopters) fail to scale down appropriately to an insect-sized vehicle. Development of such vehicles requires the introduction of completely new fabrication techniques to allow production of insect-scale devices, as well as an intimate understanding of the internal (thoracic) and external (aerodynamic) mechanisms of insect flight. This has led engineers to work closely with biologists who study various aspects of insect flight dynamics in order to gain a better understanding of these mechanisms.

In hover, dipteran insects flap their wings while simultaneously rotating each wing about its longitudinal axis (figure 1). The wing motion is parameterized by three angles (figure 2), and asymmetric variations in these stroke parameters are the primary (but not only) method with which insects maneuver [1, 2].

One important discovery is that an insect thorax is a resonant structure [2]. Elasticity in the thorax means that large amounts of kinetic energy can be stored as potential energy and subsequently recovered on each stroke. For a mechanical structure, this means that an oscillating actuator may be more appropriate than a continuously rotating actuator such as a dc motor, which has no inherent potential energy storage. Since off-the-shelf dc motors are generally not available at the insect scale, an oscillatory actuator becomes even more appealing. Early attempts at creation of an insect-scale MAV such as the Berkeley micromechanical flying insect (MFI) [3] made use of oscillatory piezoelectric actuators. The Harvard microrobotic fly (HMF) [4–6] focused on the use of a harmonic actuator to flap wings at the system resonant frequency to increase efficiency. The HMF was capable of generating enough lift to achieve takeoff; however, the vehicle was tethered for stability, as it lacked the ability to generate asymmetric wing motions needed for stabilization and maneuvering. Here we present modifications to the original HMF design that allow
Recent studies have examined the effects of individual sets of control muscles on wing kinematics [9–12] and on the wing kinematics insects use to make rapid turns [1]. Numerous kinematic parameters including but not limited to mean stroke angle, stroke plane inclination, angle of attack and stroke amplitude can be adjusted for maneuvering [11, 13] by at least 17 pairs of control muscles [9]. Rather than attempting to exactly replicate this system, we seek to introduce control over a sufficient number of parameters to allow controllability of a flying vehicle with six degrees of freedom (DOFs) in space with the primary goal of retaining separation of power and control actuators in order to allow the power actuator to remain at its peak operating efficiency. Particularly, from [1], we see that remarkably subtle asymmetric changes in stroke amplitude and stroke plane tilt are used by Drosophila to generate rapid turns (saccades) in the yaw direction. As a preliminary investigation into the use of distributed power and control actuation for flapping-wing MAVs, we present modifications to the original HMF design that include control actuators capable of introducing controlled asymmetries in stroke amplitude.

It should be noted that asymmetric wing kinematics are not the only method used by insects to maneuver or stabilize. Abdominal adjustments can be used to create an asymmetric body drag profile, and some insects will extend their legs for driving the wings at the resonant frequency of the thorax, but do so symmetrically, with nominally the same effect on each wing. The control muscles are used to ‘fine-tune’ wing motion, introducing bilateral asymmetries into the wingstroke, generating asymmetric aerodynamic forces on the wings, and thus a net body torque, resulting in the ability to maneuver. The use of control muscles to generate these asymmetric motions allows the power muscles to remain at or near their peak (most efficient) operating point.

We also note that in nature, the use of a tail for thrust surfaces will increase surface area and thus increase this vulnerability.

Since aerodynamic forces are proportional to the square of velocity relative to the air, the forces available from a traditional mechanism such as a rudder will depend heavily on flight speed. In hover, the available control force will be reduced in magnitude since it will rely solely on downwash from the wings, and this will greatly reduce the vehicle’s ability to maneuver at low speeds (analogous to why a helicopter has a tail rotor as opposed to a rudder). We also note that in nature, the use of a tail for thrust...
vectoring is observed in larger flyers (e.g. birds) [16], but is generally not observed in hovering insects.

- On a small vehicle with limited payload capacity, any ancillary structure/actuator will detract from the useful payload. Therefore, using structures that are already in place (the wings) for control may be a weight-saving measure, as opposed to addition of separate control surfaces.

2. Mechanical design

2.1. Previous work

While some evidence suggests that insect wing rotation is largely passive [17], other studies have shown that some degree of control over wing rotation timing and angle of attack can be used to control maneuvers [11, 13, 18]. Mechanical reproduction of a device with direct control over both wing flapping and rotation has been attempted in previous flapping-wing MAV designs, which utilized separate power actuators to drive both flapping and rotation of each wing (with a flat stroke plane, i.e. $\theta = 0$) [3, 19, 20], totalling four power actuators for four DOFs. For efficiency purposes (to minimize reactive power and amplify stroke amplitude), the system was designed to drive the wings at the resonant frequency of the flapping mode. However, this required matching the resonant frequency of the rotational mode to that of the flapping mode, and minimizing dynamic coupling between the two modes or also matching the resonant frequencies of the coupled motions. Any errors in this process—either in modeling the nonlinearities or fabrication of test devices—could lead to mismatched resonant frequencies and thus decreased efficiency.

The HMF introduced the simpler concept of using a single-power actuator to flap both wings, allowing wing rotation about the longitudinal axis to be passive. Each wing is attached to its driving link by a flexure hinge, allowing the wing to rotate passively due to inertial and aerodynamic forces while flapping. Thus the 3DOF structure only has one actuated DOF, introducing the trade-off of decreased controlled DOFs for greatly increased simplicity. This will make the control of a 6DOF body in space more difficult, especially since we do not expect any inherent passive stability (passive balancing of aerodynamic torques for the HMF is a parallel research area, see [21]). Some insects may benefit from pendulum stability as the body’s center of mass ‘hangs’ below the wing base [13]. However, for the HMF, the stroke plane orientation is fixed with respect to the body, and therefore the net lift force (assuming symmetric wing motion) will always pass through the vehicle’s center of mass. Therefore there will be no restoring torque to right the vehicle if it is perturbed from an upright orientation.

The HMF actuator is a piezoelectric bimorph [22], which provides an oscillating translational input to a symmetric fourbar transmission, which then drives two (symmetric) oscillating rotational outputs at the wings. Such actuators are appropriate for resonant actuation of flapping-wing devices since power density increases with increased operating frequencies (when operating the actuators quasi-statically); thus, for small systems with high resonant frequencies (hundreds of Hz), power densities rival those of dc motors. While such actuators may require high voltage drive signals (typically 200–300 V), milligram-scale power electronics are under development to allow the use of a conventional 3.7 V Li-polymer battery as a power supply [23]. The minimal design presented in [4–6], with all off-board electronics and no control actuators, has a mass of 60 mg and a 2:1 lift:weight ratio. Roughly 66% of this mass is the power actuator, compared to flight muscle ratios (relative to total body mass) ranging from roughly 20% to 50% in insects [24]. This leaves limited payload for control mechanics and additional onboard equipment such as power supplies and sensors ([25] presents an analysis of the energetics and mass budget of a flapping-wing MAV).

2.2. Thorax designs

Here we explore a sequence of methods to generate bilateral asymmetries while retaining the efficient thrust generation obtained from harmonic actuation and passive wing rotation. All three designs retain a single bimorph as a power actuator, but differ in their implementation of the control actuator(s).

(i) Two separate control actuators are mounted at the base of each wing. For a fixed sinusoidal power actuator input, each control actuator can be used to independently modulate the stroke amplitudes of the left and right wings. This design, initially presented in [26], is the most similar to the thoracic topology of a dipteran insect, where control muscles are directly connected at the base of the wing. See figure 3(b).

(ii) The power and control actuators are ‘hybridized’ into a 2DOF actuator consisting of one large bimorph to supply flapping power and a smaller bimorph to serve as a control input. Stroke amplitude can no longer be adjusted independently for the left and right wings—the single-control actuator couples amplitude changes between the two wings, i.e. the stroke amplitude of one wing cannot be decreased without simultaneously increasing the amplitude of the other wing. This design, initially presented in [27], removes the redundancy inherent in design 1. See figure 3(c).

(iii) The newest design also uses a ‘hybrid’ actuator but with a different actuator topology for control: a twisting unimorph (as opposed to bending bimorph) that provides a rotational input to the transmission. As with design 2, stroke amplitude changes are coupled between the two wings. The design and optimization of the twisting actuators themselves will be the subject of a future publication [28], but a brief discussion is presented here. Piezoelectric bimorph actuators contain two isotropic piezoelectric layers and a single orthotropic composite layer with carbon fibers running lengthwise along the actuator. Thus there is no asymmetry in material properties and pure bending can be achieved. If the actuator length is much greater than the output displacement, then the motion of the
tip can be approximated as linear and the actuator is modeled as a force source with translational output. The twisting actuators contain a single piezoelectric layer and two orthotropic composite layers with antisymmetric orientations, i.e. a top layer with fibers oriented at +45° relative to the longitudinal axis of the actuator, and a bottom layer at −45°. This antisymmetric layering creates asymmetries in the actuator’s compliance matrix and allows exploitation of extension-twisting coupling effects, to create a rotational actuator with a torque output. These actuators can be analyzed using the same model presented in [22]. Energy densities are similar to bimorphs and thus they are also deemed suitable for flapping-wing MAV applications. The availability of a rotational, rather than a translational, input increases the number of possible transmission topologies, resulting in the third design presented here. See figure 3(d).

Each design can be analyzed such that wing motion can be predicted as a function of power and control actuator inputs. An overview of the kinematic and dynamic analysis is presented in the next section.

3. Kinematics and dynamics

3.1. Kinematics

A kinematic (i.e. purely geometric, taking no forces or inertias into account) analysis of the flapping mechanism can be undertaken using a pseudo-rigid body model as outlined in [29]. This approach treats carbon fiber spars as rigid links (i.e. infinitely stiff) and the flexure joints connecting them as ideal revolute joints in parallel with a torsional spring. This allows the flexure-based transmission mechanism, which converts linear actuator motion to wing rotation, to be analyzed as a pseudo-rigid body mechanism (figure 4). If all actuators are treated as pure displacement or pure rotation inputs, then actuator motion can be mapped directly to the wing stroke angle via an explicit geometric formulation. For the actuator inputs $\delta_i$ (or $\theta_i$ in the case of rotation) and transmission linkage geometry $L_i$ (defined in figure 4), wing stroke angle $\phi$ is defined as follows:

$$\phi = \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{(L_y - \delta_1)^2 + c_1}{c_2 \sqrt{L_x^2 + (L_y - \delta_1)^2}} \right) + \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{L_x}{L_y - \delta_1} \right)$$

$$+ \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{L_2 - L_4}{L_3} \right) - \frac{\pi}{2}$$

(1)

where $\delta_1$ is the power actuator input displacement and $L_x$, $L_y$, $c_1$, and $c_2$ are defined as

$$L_x = L_3 + dx$$

(2)

$$L_y = L_1 + L_2 - L_4 + dy$$

(3)

$$c_1 = L_3^2 + (L_2 - L_4)^2 - L_1^2 - L_x^2$$

(4)

$$c_2 = 2 \sqrt{L_3^2 + (L_2 - L_4)^2}$$

(5)
with subscripts $L$ and $R$ indicating the right and left wings, respectively.

(i) For design 1 (separate power and control actuators)

\[ dx_R = \delta_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)
\[ dx_L = \delta_3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)
\[ dy_R = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)
\[ dy_L = 0. \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

(ii) For design 2 (hybrid power-control actuator with two linear inputs)

\[ dx_R = -\delta_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)
\[ dx_L = \delta_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)
\[ dy_R = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)
\[ dy_L = 0. \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

(iii) For design 3 (hybrid power-control actuator with one linear and one rotational input)

\[ dx_R = L_5 \sin \theta + L_6 (\cos \theta - 1) - L_7 \sin \theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)
\[ dy_R = L_5 (\cos \theta - 1) - L_6 \sin \theta + L_7 (1 - \cos \theta) \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)
\[ dx_L = -dx_R \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)
\[ dy_L = -dy_R. \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

The transmission kinematics can be used to compare how the three different designs can modulate stroke amplitude with control actuator motion, for a fixed power actuator input of $\pm 200 \mu m$, and this is shown in figure 5. We see that designs 1 and 2 are kinematically equivalent and achieve the same change in stroke amplitude for a given control actuator displacement, the only difference being the reversal of the sign convention for $\delta_2$. In both cases, the change in amplitude is fairly linear with control actuator displacement. We see that the third design, with a twisting actuator, has a much less linear response (note the trigonometric relationships for $dx$ and $dy$ in equations (14) and (15)) and does not achieve as large an amplitude change. We also note that, in practice, a unipolar drive signal must be used for the twisting unimorphs in order to avoid depoling the piezoelectric material. This means that only a positive or negative control actuator rotation can be used, not both. However, design 3 cannot be compared directly to designs 1 and 2 on a purely kinematic basis since the actuator input types are different (translational versus rotational).

3.2. Dynamics

A dynamic model of the system accounts for actuators as force, not displacement sources, and also includes non-geometric components such as wing inertia and aerodynamic loading (refer to figure 6 for relevant forces and inertias).
Figure 5. Stroke amplitude for the left and right wings over the range of control actuator motion with a fixed power actuator input of ±200 µm, for each design.

The actuator–transmission–wing mechanism forms a spring–mass–damper system where the applied actuator force (and resulting displacement) is mapped to wing displacement through the nonlinear transmission kinematics (equation (1)), and aerodynamic wing loading serves as a nonlinear damping through the nonlinear transmission kinematics (equation (1)), resulting displacement is mapped to wing displacement of the mass–damper system where the applied actuator force (and the spring–damper system). The actuator–transmission–wing mechanism forms a spring–mass–damper system where the applied actuator force (and the spring–damper system).

where \( L \) is the difference between kinetic and potential energy, \( q \) is a generalized coordinate vector whose size is equal to the number of DOFs of the system (the two coordinate spaces, actuator and wing, are related explicitly by the transmission kinematics and thus either can be chosen for convenience) and \( W_{\text{ext}} \) is the work done on the system by internal (actuation) and external (e.g. aerodynamic) forces. Use of this formulation therefore requires that all potential/kinetic energy and work terms be written as functions of the state variables \( q \) and time. Our model includes the following terms:

- Applied actuator force: a function of actuator geometry and applied electric field.
- Actuator elasticity: a function of actuator geometry and material properties.
- Wing inertia: a function of wing geometry and material properties.
- Aerodynamic damping: a function of wing profile, wing flapping velocity and angle of attack.

To simplify the model, we neglect actuator damping and inertia as these terms are small relative to those of the wing, and also neglect transmission dynamics for the same reason [5].

Starting with the power actuator, we have the applied actuator force (which can be any function, typically the system is driven with a harmonic drive for efficiency) and the spring force due to elastic deformation of the actuator:

\[
F_{\text{act}} = F_0 \sin(2\pi ft)
\]

where \( F_0 \) is the peak actuator force, \( f \) is the actuator drive frequency, \( k_{\text{act}} \) is the actuator’s equivalent linear spring constant and \( \delta \) is the actuator tip displacement. A similar formulation can be used for the control actuator, or the control actuator can be treated as a kinematic input if its actuation frequency is low relative to the power actuator (i.e. its motion is quasi-static) and it is sufficiently stiff. Treating the wing as a beam, the kinetic energy of the flapping mode is given by

\[
\text{KE}_{\text{wing}} = \frac{1}{2} J_{\text{wing}} \dot{\phi}^2
\]

where \( \phi \) is the rotational velocity and \( J_{\text{wing}} \) is the wing’s inertia about the point of rotation. Aerodynamic forces are written as functions of wing geometry, angle-of-attack-dependent coefficients and flapping velocity, using a quasi-steady blade-element aerodynamic model [30]:

\[
F_N = C_G C_N(\alpha) \dot{\phi}^2
\]

\[
F_T = C_G C_T(\alpha) \dot{\phi}^2
\]

where \( F_N \) and \( F_T \) are the normal and tangential forces on the wing, \( C_G \) is a constant dependent on wing geometry and \( C_N \) and \( C_T \) are the normal and tangential force coefficients (which are empirically derived functions of the angle of attack \( \alpha \), see [18]). Note that aerodynamic forces are proportional to wing velocity squared. If stroke amplitude is increased while flapping frequency is held constant, this necessitates an increase in the flapping velocity of the wing. Thus, to first order, we expect an increase in stroke amplitude at constant frequency to lead to higher aerodynamic forces. Therefore if stroke amplitude can be controlled asymmetrically, asymmetric aerodynamic forces can be generated on the two wings, leading to net body torque and rotational motion (this is consistent with wing motion asymmetries measured during saccades in [1]). The present work, based on this first-order assumption, focuses on detailed modeling and measurement wing kinematics and not aerodynamic torques. Future work will encompass modeling...
Figure 6. (a) The actuator serves as an oscillatory input to the central link of a symmetric fourbar transmission, which drives flapping motion of both the wings. (b) The system can be approximated by a planar pseudo-rigid body model where the actuator is loaded by both wing inertia and aerodynamic drag. (c) A lumped-parameter model treats the actuator as a force source in parallel with a linear spring, driving wing motion through a kinematically determined transmission ratio $T$ which is a function of $\delta_2$ (or $\theta$).

and measurement of aerodynamic torques to validate this assumption.

Wing rotation about the longitudinal axis is passive and driven by aerodynamic and inertial forces [5]. For a typically observed wing trajectory, it is seen that the angle of attack is approximately $45^\circ$ at the midstroke and $90^\circ$ at the stroke reversals. Assuming that small variations in the stroke amplitude will not have a large effect on the nominal angle of attack trajectory, this can be expressed mathematically as

$$\alpha = \frac{\pi}{2} - \frac{\pi}{4} \cos \left( \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{\phi}{\phi_{\text{max}}} \right) \right). \tag{24}$$

The normal and tangential forces are then transformed into drag and lift components, which act parallel to and perpendicular to the stroke plane respectively. The aerodynamic drag therefore acts as a damping force against the actuator, and is included in the energy formulation. Note that the aerodynamic force acts at the center of pressure of the wing, defined as a distance $r_{cp}$ from the point of rotation. Thus the aerodynamic drag torque on the wing is expressed as

$$\tau_{\text{drag}} = F_{\text{drag}} r_{cp} \tag{25}$$

Using equations (19) through (25), the Euler Lagrange formulation can be evaluated to a second-order scalar ODE in $\phi$:

$$J_{\text{wing}} \ddot{\phi} + \frac{k_{\text{act}}}{T^2} \phi = \tau_{\text{aero}} + \tau_{\text{act}} \tag{26}$$
Figure 7. Stroke angle versus time solved numerically for each design. (a) Since the kinematics of each design are equivalent if the control actuator position(s) are zero (i.e. $\delta_2 = \delta_3 = \theta \equiv 0$), all three designs will exhibit bilaterally symmetric wing motion and thus no net body torque. For (b) design 1, (c) design 2 and (d) design 3, we see that a constant nonzero control actuator position with a sinusoidal power actuator input results in asymmetric stroke trajectories, with large asymmetries in stroke amplitude (generating a yaw torque) and small coupled changes in the mean stroke angle (which will lead to a small but coupled pitch torque). Note that the flapping motion is not perfectly symmetric about $\phi = 0$ since the transmission kinematics are nonlinear (equation (1)).

where $T$ is the transmission ratio, defined as

$$ T = \frac{d\phi}{d\delta_1} $$

which can be calculated with equation (1). The torque terms are defined as

$$ \tau_{\text{aero}} = -F_{\text{drag}}r_{cp} \text{sgn}(\phi) $$

and

$$ \tau_{\text{act}} = \frac{1}{T} F_{\text{act}}. $$

The $\text{sgn}(\phi)$ term is required since, by convention, the drag force is always positive.

Equation (26) can be solved numerically to yield wing trajectories resulting from given actuator inputs. These trajectories are shown in figure 7 for each design. The reader is referred to [26, 27] for further details of this analysis; [31] also presents a thorough analysis of a 2DOF flapping-wing robotic system using an Euler–Lagrange formulation.

3.3. A note on model accuracy

Both kinematic and dynamic models are very sensitive to actuator parameters: peak displacement $\delta_{\text{max}}$ for the kinematic model, peak force $F_0$ and spring constant $k_{\text{act}}$ in the dynamic model. Actuator modeling and testing in [22, 28], while capable of predicting general performance trends based on actuator geometry, have shown errors of up to 30% between predicted and measured values, and performance ranges up to ±15% for actuators with the same geometry. As such, we do not rely too heavily on the models to exactly predict device performance. Rather, we use these models as guidelines to aid in designing transmission schemes that are able to generate controllable asymmetric stroke amplitudes, and then verify these designs experimentally. These experiments are discussed in the next section.

4. Materials and methods

Test structures were constructed to evaluate all three of the distributed actuation concepts, using a fabrication paradigm previously developed to address the difficulties in fabricating micro-scale robotic devices [29]. Test articles were fabricated with fiber-reinforced composites as structural elements (M60J carbon fiber and S2 glass fiber from Toray America, pre-impregnated with RS-3C resin from YLA Inc.), thin polymer films as flexure joints and wing membranes (Kapton polyimide and ultra-polyester from Chemplex Industries) and piezoelectric ceramics for actuation (PZT-5H from Piezo Systems Inc.) (figure 8). Piezoelectric actuators were driven with a custom control program written in Matlab (Mathworks Inc.), which sent drive signals to a digital-to-analog converter board (Q8 AD/DA board from Quanser Consulting). Analog output voltage from this board was increased to levels required to drive piezoelectric actuators (∼200 V) with a high voltage amplifier (Trek, Inc.). Test structures for all three designs are shown in figure 9.
Figure 8. (a) Power actuator (large) and control actuator (small) used for design 1; (b) hybrid bending actuator used for design 2; (c) hybrid bending-twisting actuator used for design 3.

Figure 9. (a) Design 1: separate power and control actuators. Each actuator is a bending bimorph. (b) Design 2: hybrid power-control actuator. Each individual actuator is still a bimorph, but now a hybrid actuator is fabricated monolithically to allow 2DOF actuator motion. (c) Design 3: again a hybrid power-control actuation scheme, now with a bending bimorph for power and a twisting unimorph for control.

Videos to collect wing trajectory data were recorded with a Cooke pco.1200 hs high-speed camera at approximately 1600 frames s\(^{-1}\). Initially, wing trajectories were digitized manually with a custom Matlab script. In order to increase the volume of data that could be collected, retroreflective markers (U92 tape from Reflexite Inc.) were placed on the leading edge of the wings, and automated 2D motion tracking software (ProAnalyst from Xcitex Inc.) was used to automatically track wing motion. Power actuator size was increased relative to the original HMF design in order to compensate for the increased wing inertia resulting from the addition of markers.

For each device, the single-power actuator was driven at the flapping resonant frequency (verified empirically after initial predictions by dynamic modeling) and stroke amplitudes were recorded over a range of control actuator motion, in order to determine if the predicted changes in stroke amplitude could be observed. Changes in the angle of attack during the stroke, while expected as a second order effect, were not recorded since our designs focus primarily on modulation of stroke amplitude.

5. Results

We recorded the range of stroke amplitudes over the full range of control actuator motion for each of the three devices. Overlaid frames from videos of design 1 are presented in figure 10, illustrating the asymmetric changes in stroke amplitude. Recorded wing trajectories as a function of time for all three designs, at opposite extremes of control actuator motion, are shown in figure 11. Experimentally recorded bilateral asymmetries in stroke amplitude are summarized in table 1 and compared to values predicted using the modeling in section 3 (for more detailed experimental data for designs 1 and 2, see [26, 27]). As predicted by kinematic and dynamic analyses, each individual design is capable of causing changes in stroke amplitude through motion of the smaller control actuators, while holding the driving motion of the larger power actuators fixed. Furthermore, each design produces bilateral asymmetries in stroke amplitude of similar magnitude observed in Diptera during rapid saccades [1]. Note that there are also inherently coupled changes in the mean stroke angle in the experimental devices, which may result in coupling with torques about other body axes (i.e. pitch and roll instead of yaw). However, the transmission geometry can be optimized to maximize changes in stroke amplitude while minimizing changes in the mean stroke angle, effectively decoupling torques about the three principal body axes.
Figure 10. Overlaid frames from three different flapping videos of design 1 with separate power and control actuation. The power actuator input is the same for each video, but control actuator motion is swept from left to right extremes, resulting in stroke amplitude asymmetry. The leading edges of the wings are highlighted with a white line in each frame for clarity. In (a) the stroke amplitude of the left wing is greater than that of the right wing, in (b) the amplitudes are approximately equal and in (c) the amplitude of the left wing is smaller. Note that only the left wing is attached to a control actuator and thus experiences an amplitude change; the right wing pivot is connected to the ground and thus its amplitude stays roughly constant.

Figure 11. Recorded wing stroke angles for the left and right wings for each of the three different designs, at both extremes of control actuator motion. (a, b) design 1, (c, d) design 2 and (e, f) design 3. Flapping frequencies are 80 Hz, 35 Hz and 50 Hz respectively for the three designs (due to different resonant frequencies of the experimental devices). The power actuator input is held constant for each test (200V drive signal), showing that the resulting change in stroke amplitude is due to control actuator motion.

Our previous two designs [26, 27] were not initially compared based on any common criteria. A universal metric must be selected to compare all three designs in order to evaluate which is the most effective at performing the ultimate goal of generating a yaw torque. Final vehicle designs must take into account tradeoffs between maneuverability and stability, the mass of control actuators (thus their impact on the overall weight budget and flight time) and the power consumption required for a given maneuver. This design optimization may be aided by examining evolutionary pressures on flying insects relative to mission requirements for MAVs. For example, while increased maneuverability can aid in evading predators and obstacles or be useful in aerial courtship, these rapid accelerations require exertion of additional mechanical power, and flight strategies that minimize energy expenditure per unit distance (thus to maximize distance traveled with given amount of energy) may differ from strategies to minimize energy per unit time (thus to...
stay aloft as long as possible) [2]. While it would be premature to select the ‘best’ design since currently only kinematic data for wing trajectories are available (as opposed to actual torque data or rotational velocity/acceleration data from a vehicle actually capable of controlled turns), we can define a simple performance metric based on the data presented here. Each of the three designs presented has the same goal: produce a bilateral stroke amplitude asymmetry. Since each design uses the same power actuator but a different control actuator, we define the performance metric $R$ as the ratio of bilateral difference in stroke amplitudes to control actuator mass.

We use the percentage difference in stroke amplitudes rather than absolute values, since the peak-to-peak amplitude was not necessarily the same for each device. Thus we have

$$R = \frac{\Delta \varphi_{\text{tot}}(\%)}{m_{\text{act}}}$$

where $\Delta \varphi_{\text{tot}}$ is the amplitude difference between the left and right wings expressed as a percentage, and $m_{\text{act}}$ is the control actuator mass. These values are presented in table 2 for each design. We see that, despite having a smaller absolute value for stroke amplitude difference, design 3 actually has the same percentage difference in stroke amplitude as design 2, since the total amplitudes are smaller (see table 1 and figure 11).

Thus, since the control actuator masses are the same, the two designs have the same value of $R$. Design 1, despite having a similar $\Delta \varphi_{\text{tot}}$ has a much heavier control actuator and therefore a smaller value of $R$. However, we cannot eliminate design 1 as a viable candidate for an autonomous vehicle based on this very preliminary analysis without further experimental data, including actuator power consumption and torque measurements.

6. Conclusions and future work

These designs demonstrate that, through the use of mechanical design, actuation and fabrication techniques developed to address the issue of creating mobile insect-scale robots, biologically inspired insect wing motions can be mechanically recreated in an at-scale device. The distribution of power and control actuators in the thoracic mechanics of actual insects serves as an inspiration for designs capable of reproducing asymmetric wing stroke amplitudes as observed in yawing maneuvers of dipteran insects. While a quasi-steady aerodynamic model predicts that such differential control of stroke amplitude will lead to controlled yaw torques, this work only considers kinematic motion of the wings. Experimental validation of the ability to generate torques is essential to confirm this prediction and develop control laws for stabilization and trajectory following. Further understanding of how wing kinematics map to net body torques and how insects use these motions for stabilization and maneuvering will help lead to the ultimate goal of an autonomous, freely flying vehicle.
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